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SOCIAL MEDIA UPDATE

NEW STAND FOR A NEW BRAND
CV Show 2019 will be the launch event for a rebrand for one of its long-time exhibitors.
Tevo Limited is pleased to announce that it has rebranded to Modul-System Limited,
and will be bringing a new stand to the CV Show to celebrate.
Having been part of the Modul-System Group for more than ten years now, the company
felt that the time was right to align Tevo with the rest of the Group.
Modul-System Limited will be demonstrating a number of new products at CV Show 2019
(stand 5C30), including: an ultra-light workbench made from sandwich material; a system
of roof-mounted accessories and roof bars; and an easily-transported multi-box system
that comes with smart accessories and can be partnered with a matching trolley.
Also on display will be a new wireless Modul-Connect electrical system, which can be
operated via Bluetooth or from an app on a smartphone. The new system will reduce fitting
time for ancillary electrics, reduces the amount of wiring required and lessens the need
for drilling holes in vehicles.

Our social team will once again
be covering the three halls of the
show, capturing key highlights
and utilising live video.
Our Twitter lounges will also be
returning, to provide everyone with
a place to rest their weary legs
and catch up on the latest updates
from the show and its exhibitors.
We encourage everyone to join
the conversation, across multiple
platforms, by tagging us in
posts using @TheCVShow and
#CVShow. We want to hear how
your show is going!
Our video production team will
also be working hard to publish
daily video reviews, capturing all
the best bits from the show. Get
ahead of the game and subscribe
to our YouTube channel today.

FOLLOW US

EXHIBITION SPACE SOLD OUT
The 2019 CV Show is sold out of exhibition space, reinforcing its position as the main
event for the UK road transport, distribution and logistics industry – or indeed, for any
company running commercial vehicles. This is a brilliant result against a background of
political uncertainty and is testament to the resilient nature of our industry.
Visitors to this year’s CV Show will be presented with the largest range of options to help
purchase, operate and maintain vehicle fleets, all designed to boost productivity and profit.

Once again, we will be active on these
social channels for CV Show 2019.

FACEBOOK
TWITTER
LINKEDIN
INSTAGRAM

SITE SAFETY LIST

We take site safety seriously.
All exhibitors must follow these
rules during build and breakdown:

A MESSAGE FROM OUR

Contractor and exhibitor
badges to be visible at
all times.

PARTNERS
RHA Chief Executive, Richard Burnett:
“It’s extremely encouraging to know that,
despite so much Brexit uncertainty, for our
400+ exhibitors it’s business as usual.
Every aspect of the business sector
responsible for moving 98% of the UK
economy is represented.
The CV Show presents the perfect opportunity
to find out about the latest developments
and innovations. Despite constant legislative
changes, operators are adapting and the
commercial van sector is growing rapidly,
as visitors will see.”
IRTE Chief Executive, Bruce McGill:
“The CV Show is a great opportunity to
talk to engineers and technicians at the
heart of the industry. We will be talking to
current and prospective members about

Hi-vis vests or jackets must
be worn at all times in the
halls and loading areas.

how our accreditation schemes, professional
registration with the Engineering Council
and new CPD platform can help transport
engineers and technicians prove their
competence, develop their careers and,
ultimately, raise professional standards
across the road transport sector.”
SMMT Chief Executive, Mike Hawes:
“Against a backdrop of uncertainty, the CV
Show has never been more important. This
year’s event proves there is still so much
innovation taking place, with great gains made
in safety, efficiency and aftermarket services.
Competitiveness is always a major issue and
now, more than ever, products and services
must deliver – not least in value-for-money.
I look forward to seeing all the exciting
new developments.”

Appropriate footwear must
be worn. Open-toes or
heels are not permitted.
Emergency access
must not be blocked by
construction materials,
vehicles or exhibits.
Hard hats must be worn in
areas of high construction
or as directed by the
health and safety manager.
Contractors and exhibitors
must keep their space
and surrounds in a safe
condition.
Speed limits must be
adhered to.
Under 16s are not allowed
on site during build up
and breakdown.
Please email Susan Kitchener,
Operations Manager, with any
queries: susan@cvshow.com.

AWARD-WINNING ISUZU ON DISPLAY
Isuzu’s stand at CV Show 2019 runs
the risk of being buried under a multitude
of trophies and awards.
Over the last 12 months, the D-Max has
won 10 different awards, so it’s appropriate
that the Isuzu stand will feature the theme
“Award Winning”.
A number of vehicles will be displayed,
including an SSE-branded D-Max and a
tipper conversion, emphasising the versatile
and rugged nature of Isuzu’s famous truck.
A press event is scheduled for 10.30am
on Tuesday, where Isuzu will announce
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CV SHOW 2019 IS BROUGHT
TO YOU BY:
some exciting new products and talk about
some of its customers in more detail.

